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Basic Parameters (from EDGE design)

Focal length  (cm)     275
Max diameter (cm) 75
Min diameter (cm) 21
Max segment length (cm) 10
Min segment length (cm) 4.75 

Baseline design 
Shell thickness (cm) 0.2 
Number of shells                                   68

Goal design:
Shell thickness  (cm) 0.1 
Number of shells                                   94
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Housing – (EDGE)
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Effective Area vs Energy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design with maximum diameter of 750mm, 2.75 m focal length, iridium plus carbon coating. 
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Baseline Design – HEW vs θ
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Study of Detector Offsets and Tilts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.  All calculations done in Mathematica.2.  Took focal length, minimum and maximum intersection radii and total shell lengths, and number of shells  from the EDGE document. This determined the relationship  between intersection radius and length.3.  Sampled only 9 shells out of 68 to determine polynomial coefficients.4.  Ray trace off-axis angles 0-45 arcmin in steps of 3 arcmin rather than 1 arcmin when determining polynomial coefficients.5.  Assumed FOV = 30 arcmin, a flat focal plane and no  weighting when determining the polynomial coefficients for these 9 shells. Considered each shell separately.6.  Coefficients for other 59 shells determined by polynomial fit to the determined coefficients as a function of intersection radius.7.  Ray traced each polynomial shell separately; total of 100,000 incident rays over telescope aperture.  Individual rays reaching the nominal focal plane recorded8.  Then determined the RMS dispersion about the ray centroid  vs. off-axis angle as a function of displacement from the  nominal focal plane. Assumed HPD = 1.35 RMS dispersion.9.  Use normalized integral from 0 to 30 arcmin as a merit function. (i.e. rms angular resolution averaged over the 30-arcmin field.9.  Determined optimal displacement for each shell and for the  complete telescope by minimizing the merit function with  respect to displacement.10. Displacing intersection planes with respect to one another using the individual shell results leads to minor improvement.11. Tilting the CCDs by 2.0 deg noticeably improves the resolution at the edges of the FOV.12. Took account of manufacturing errors by root sum squaring HPD  with an assumed contribution of 11.5 arcsec independent of off-axis angle.13. Moved detector by additional amounts to see effects on resolution, especially at large off-axis angles.Black cureves are the optimised no manufacturing errors. Best curves also have displacement. All have 2 degree tilt for the 4 CCDs.
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The Design Approach is not Optimum (Yet)

• One is still designing the detector-optics combination in a
somewhat ad-hoc way. Our goal is to be able to design HARI
around the scientific performance and let the latter guide the
system parameters.

• This does not mean that the current design is “bad”!

• But we need an agreed upon optimization criterion!

THIS IS YOUR HOMEWORK PROBLEM


